**REFERENCE:** A.S.F. 1-8985
CONSTRUCTION POINT GAGE
FOR
RIDE CONTROL &
SUPER SERVICE RIDE CONTROL
TRUCK BOLSTER POCKETS
70, 100 & 125 TON

**GAGE** | **TYPE OF TRUCK** | **"A"** | **"B"** | **RIDE CONTROL** |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
WB41-1 | 70 TON-ALL DESIGNS | 12.750 | 17.500 | 70 TON LOW LEVEL - 5'-3" WHEELBASE |
WB41-2 | 100 TON - 7 & 8 COILS | 12.000 | 16.750 | 125 TON GRADE C ONLY
| STANDARD ROTATIONAL S LUGS |
WB41-3 | 100 TON - 9 COIL | 12.500 | 17.250 | 125 TON - GRADE C ONLY
| WITH WIDE LAND ROTATION |
WB41-4 | 100 TON SUPER SERVICE R.C. | 12.750 | 17.250 | 125 TON SUPER SERVICE R.C. |
WB41-5 | 70 TON SUPER SERVICE RC | 13.000 | 18.750 | 70 TON SUPER SERVICE RC |

**TOLERANCE:**
"A" +/- .005"  
DIMENSIONED ANGLES +/- .5 DEGREES

**A.A.R. STANDARD M-214 ACCEPTANCE:**
CONSTRUCTION POINT +1/8", -1/16"

**RECERTIFICATION WEAR LIMIT ALLOWANCE** +/- .020"

**REFERENCE:**
AAR D MANUAL
M-214

**WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.**

**CONSTRUCTION POINT GAGE**

**Material:**
304 Stainless Steel
**Thickness:** .125"

**SIZE**
A | Job# | DWG NO. | WB41 | Disk | REV | E
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
CUSTOMER | ENG | JOB 01/20/2009 |